CEO Greetings
like most of the world we have had no disruptions at all to our education and long may that last for the sake
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Whole Child Development

A
ed the need for ongoing education in our community on
-
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-

with inactivity

A lot of our students experience strong feelings of
ings of anxiety which can often be overwhelming and
detrimental to both their health and their academic

and the biggest cause

-

-

-

3

decreases the risk of developing heart disease4
evidence that it can decrease the occurrence of the other
listed hypokinetic diseases is also well documented

to see the tragic results of poor exercise choices in my par-

-
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-

provement in both cognitive function and academic

-
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-
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Eco-School 2020
Over

strived to become more environmentally-friendly and the

join them on the committee to help expand their work beyond
the walls of the campus and into the lives of our school fami-
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tainability projects in school and the community in

bish in one morning! Another initiative is to increase
ry Campus students to designate them as recycling
working on a sustainability audit from the school and

-

like to encourage all of our school stakeholders to
get in touch with any comments or suggestions they
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Using Character Strengths
in an Educational Context
“The use of signature strengths elevates individuals’ harmonious passion (i.e. doing activities that are freely chosen without
constraints, are highly important, and part of the individual’s identity). This then leads to higher wellbeing”.
(Forest et al., 2012).

Have

of our everyday conversations and learning around well-

could speak about their strengths and state what they are
was a comprehensive typology of six virtues that compose
tics valued by moral philosophers and religious thinkers

a wide range of topics that aid both the promotion and
-
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-

fessional Learning Community to investigate the research
-

-

-

that adolescents who participated in exercises based on

on written teacher feedback plays an important role in
-

how character strengths both connect our communi-

dents and teachers to provide opportunities for learning
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Into the Dragons’ Chamber:
Learning Through Doing
event designed to allow foreign entrepreneurs to combat

-

-

-

students-turned-entrepreneurs had to take into consid-

Not only did the teams need to adjust to such a multi-faceted approach to research under such time constraints

-
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they were given the chance to present their winning pitch
-

business idea and the market they aimed to operate in

was not only a judge at our school competition but would

-

ons exposed all impracticalities and whittled down each
entrepreneurs and were inspired by hearing about the
guiding the teams to patch up the inevitable gaps in their

products and services that these companies have devel-

ideas and reinforcing the objectives and methods of each
proposal were integral to the business model and how

-

change through the photosynthetic nature of seaweed

-

in future years to allow young students a taste of entre-
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Faces of TES

School Identity The TES Bears Arrive
During
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bear logo approachable but with a competitive edge
to do their best in sporting competition against rival
menace to disconcert our competitors and give us

rebranding and introducing the new logo to the stu-

bear bookmark as we know what vivacious readers

sports teams for many years but for the younger year

age groups of the school and which could be brand-

is exactly what we have at both campuses - sporty
-

Consultations were had between the sports departsporting teams are animal related and so this was

Christmas break - so watch this space!

animals which are endemic to the island were inves-

-

-
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How is Writing Making Us
Better Mathematicians?
In

-

cognitive science research have provided increasing
-

-

-

-

have been increasing their comfort with and success in
-

are exposed to multiple approaches to solving probopen-minded approach to other cultures as the math

a source of conceptual development and stimulus of
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ter communicators; an important part of the Learning
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What is the CPA Approach?

tal learning theories to be implemented within any

ously whenever a new concept is introduced and when

gist believes that the abstract nature of learning (and

ensures that the pupils are able to make good links

resource to develop reasoning and the ability to see
to build on each stage towards a fuller understanding
mation and knowledge were internalised to a greater

ers to vary the apparatus that children use during the
-

problem in a variety of ways such as drawing an aror drawing a model makes it easier for our children
-
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Designing Robots to
Fight Against Covid-19
Wherever

-

smartwatches count our steps and calories to keep us

-

-

neers started out by playing Lego in their bedroom!

wearing a mask at all times on campus or measuring

-

-

-

as reminding you to take your temperature or to main-
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project had grabbed the attention of the other pupils

world leaders present their new products and trying

present the brand-new inventions and see if the ideas

about designing and coding but they also learned a lot

the young engineers handled the coding language and

-

-
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Dual Language Learning
Recently

began more carefully articulating its strong commitment to student language development by adding
the dual language programme as an integral part of

-

As we started our journey we began to think about

Why is Bilingualism Important?
According to research there are many advantages to

-

these advantages is the continued maintenance and
-

important aspect of bilingual development for chil-

‘The level of development of children’s mother tongue
is a strong predictor of their second language development’ - J Cummins
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Why is a Dual Language Programme
Important for the Families?

-

-

-

larly at an international school where the language
spoken at school is not the same as the community
-

in younger year groups will spend more time developing their spoken language before beginning to
-

the dual language classroom the teachers take turns
will take careful planning and a strong partnership

the teachers carefully plan for a balance of language

‘An unknown concept introduced in an unfamiliar/un-

The BPS Dual Language Programme
signed to meet the needs of parents who want their
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Postcards from Checheng A Teach for Taiwan Experience
At

-

and spent time learning about the history of our
-

which many of our students and teachers will pass on
privilege to be able to partner with them and support

We were very inspired by your teachers and students,

struggling with the attractions of modern cities pull-

and how you all work together to create a campus that

ing people away from rural areas and a birth rate that

supports each individual students’ learning and development. We are so grateful to have been given the opporback to our daily work with the children in underserved
communities in Taiwan.
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-

-

-

cation remain the same whatever the income lev-

-

showed pictures of Checheng life and a simple mes-
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Experiential Learning:
Reforestation and Raised Gardening
Ms

-

father build an additional room to their home in the
how they built the room around the trees and how
one indigenous tree was actually the centrepiece of

-

what she loved and so she became an expert in her
-

screw pines and hibiscus sapling in order to prevent

to the area just behind the beach that has been des-

-
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for the wonderful opportunity that they have given
us and we look forward to working with them again

participate in their raised garden service project at

I was really excited to go to the beach because it

-

makes me feel refreshed and relaxed. Once we got
to the beach, we planted screw pines and hibiscus
to harvest the vegetables and herbs to take home to
young saplings. The shoveling was easy because all

our families for the making of healthy and organic

we had to shovel through was the dry sand but that
is why these two saplings were chosen - they don’t

through this experiential learning as they were the

need a lot of water to thrive. The whole day out was
a rewarding experience and it was a great way to

students should fully understand their responsibility
to their environment and how they can form partner-
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Career Counselling:
Preparing Students for
Professional Work
This

-

tunate to have so many companies and organisations
-

as a great learning opportunity to learn about poten-

company operates and the general atmosphere of the
-

perience with valuable insights to a real workplace en-

be able to have the opportunity to learn from indusdiscussions about post-secondary options and the
of the career planning process from conducting thor-
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to learn from a professional growth editor who talked
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Not many high schools have an internship programme
students to understand when they embark on these experiences is that career development is not just knowing

we are able to make with various corporations in order

how to write a resume and do what is asked of them in
one of them alluded to the idea that it is not always the
who can truly work in a team and get along with his or
to stress the idea of career development as a lifestyle
asking about their technical ability as we can already

-

up in jobs that do not yet exist but they have the intel-
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The Journey toward Our School
Vision and Mission
Nothing remains the same in any organisa-

tion and this is especially true of a school and spe-

-

Leadership team of the school - have worked to clar-

ward making the teaching and learning environment

looking at the changes to the educational and techits course and achieved a great many goals and for
parents that set up the plan and saw it through to
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-

that drilling down into what it is to be a part of the
is where we can all contribute to the world around
-

graduate attributes that our students possess as
dents to leave school with these attributes were seen
areas of philosophical agreement in the goals of one

to be an important one for parents thinking about
joining the school but more importantly to the parents and students that are taking the journey - with
some idea of the type of people they will be as they
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A World in Languages
Looking
human race in overtaking the planet was made possible by the ability of humans to cooperate and transfer
-

person to survive a broken femur the individual had to
confounds their speech so that they can no longer unter understanding between humans in order to achieve

-

-

-

-

-

ample of how one language can impact culture and lan-
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of sound that distinguishes one word from another in
making harder but not impossible to learn languages

-

or
-
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Meet the People on the Frontline
Through the New TES Vision
Whether

-

ly and enthusiastically to aid the delivery of the best

that the need to adapt the school to match the needs of
operational aspects goes together with reorganisation of
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-

to build an environment where we feel safe and value

for building a growth culture and engaging employees
-

-

as well as motivates employees and aligns them to co-

Implement a Task Force:
United We are Stronger!

line helps us understand what is to be accomplished
and also how the team will work together to achieve the
-

mented a special administrative task force to look at
the idea of sharing best practices and identifying com-
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Learn & Flourish
place within the team to develop innovative capacities to
mindset possible and to encourage and foster innova-
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-

-

-

pass the steps of uncertainty and skepticism towards
the exploration and commitment to the new school vigreat opportunity for the school community to be sup-
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The TES Counselling Centre Who We Are and What We Do
Has your child ever struggled with making new
-

age kid has been frustrated and upset because of an

welcoming activities at both campuses to greet stuagement cards to interact and promote the impor-

Children and adolescents encounter all kinds of chal-

shops and in-class guidance lessons to help promote

our ultimate goal for every pupil to not only achieve

essential part of our curricula across school years

-

promoting the importance of social awareness and
in-class guidance lessons periodically throughout the

School Counsellors

more comprehensive network when working with
-

School Psychologist

Chia-Chi Chow
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Figure 1

How do Students Receive Counselling
Support at School?

care team will refer the student to the counselling

-

that enable every student to express themselves cre-

out to the pastoral care team or refer to the common
-

-

-

Figure 2
Social-Emotional
Learning (SEL) Domains
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Figure 3
Counselling Centre Rooms

Common Q & A about School Counselling:

1

A

What is counselling?
Counselling does not need to be used as a reacadolescents gain self-awareness and enhance
-

children with emotional tools and strategies for

-

-

2

A

Does going to counselling mean my child

Counselling does help students cope with and
not the only situations where counselling can
need someone for emotional support or to talk
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3

A
4

A

How long does the individual
counselling last?

School Development

5

A

7

agreement in the TES Counselling
Centre?

a student has said during the sessions unless
there is an extreme concern for their wellbeing

A

we would like to work with you to support your
-

-

selling a normal and useful activity and show in-

-

terest if they want to share their experience with

6

A

-
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